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Abstract
In this paper it will be proved existente and uniqueness of solutions





We prove the existente and uniqueness of weak solutions ofbound-
ary value problems in an unbounded domain 9 C IR" for strongly




E (- 1 ) I «ID« [g«(x, u, . . . , DQu, . . . )] = F in 9
«I<M-1
where 52 is an unbounded domain in R', a = (a1, . . . , a.), la¡ =
Dj = eá . , D« = Di' . . . D-^, 1,31 ~ m.
(0.2) Y-, f«(x,~«)~« + E g«(x,~)~« ? co 1: 1(«1 p
I«I=M I«I :5 M-1 I«I=r,
E (-1)I«ID«[g«(D«u)] = F
aj,
Function f« satisfies the Carathéodory conditions such that («
fa (x, («) is strictly monotone increasing, f« (x, 0) = 0 and f« , g« satisfy
the "weak" coercitivity condition
with some constante p > 1, co > 0. Functions ,g« have some polynomial
growth in Dpu, but on f« no growth restriction is imposed in D«u .




in a bounded 52 if the condition
9a(Sa)Sa ? col(.¡, - cr, I al :~ m
is fulfilled with some constante p > 1, cj > 0 . The proof of the existence
theorem is based on a method called by F.E. Browder "elliptic super-
regularization" (see [1] - [3]) . Our resulte can be extended to equations
of the form
lal-m,
+ Y-, (-1)I-IDa[9a(x,u, . . .,Dpu, . . .] =F
lal~~-r
where 191 < m (see [2] - [5]) .
It is to be mentioned that [6] is connected with our result where D.
Fortunato has corrsidered equation Lu + f (x, u) = 0 ; by L is denoted a
second order linear elliptic operator with weak coercitivity conditions in
an unbounded domain . Similarly to our consideration, in [6] the solution
u must satisf'y the "asymptotic condition" 1. Igrad u¡ 2 dx < +oo .
1 . The existence theorem
Let 52 C Rn be an unbounded domain with bounded boundary 852,
having the uniform C'-regularity property and 52,. = 52 f1 B, . where
B,. = {x E Rn : Ix1 < r} (see [7]) . Denote by Wp(52) the usual Sobolev
space of real valued functions u whose distributional derivatives belong
to Lp(52) . The norm on W.'n(9) is
B,y WP¡o"(S2) will be denoted the set of functions f such that wf E
Wp (52) for all cp E Co (R'), Le . for all infinitely differentiable functions
cp with corripact support .
Denote by Wr;'o(52) the set of functions u E WP¡o"(0) satisfying the
conditions : Dau E Lp(52) if la¡ = m and the trace of DQu on 852 equals
to 0 if ~f <- m - 1 . The norm in Wo(52) is defined by
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It is not difficult to show that Wpo (2) is a reflexive Banach space . Let
V be a closed linear subspace of W,70(Q) .
Let N be the number of multiindices Q = (pl, . . . , ,~,z) satisfying i/31 _<-
m. Assume that
I . Functions fa : 9 x R , R (¡al = m) satisfy the Carathéodory
conditions, Le . fa(x,(a) is measurable in x for each fixed (. E R and it
is continuous in (, for almost all x E 9 .
II . fa(x,(a) is strictly rrlonotone increasing with respect to
fa (x, 0) = 0 .
III . For any s > 0 there is a function f,,, s such that .fas E L'(9,) for
each r > 0 and
1f.(x,(a1 1 .f.,s(x) if j(',1 :5 s .
Further, there exist constants cl, C2 > 0 and a function fá E L 1 (9) such
that for a.e . x E 9
Lfa(x,(a)I ~ .fa(x')+C1I(aj'-1 ¡fl(al :5 C2
with some p > 1 .
IV . There exists a constant c3 > 0 such that f'or all (C, E R, a.c . .r, E 12
fa(X,(a)I 1 C3l(a1'-1 .
V. Functions ga : 52 x R' ,R (jal <_ m - 1) satisfy the Carathéodory
conditions .
VI . There exists a bounded dornain S2' C S2 such that g,, (x, () = 0 for
all ( E RN, a.e . x E S2\S2' ; furthcx,
ga(x,()(a ? 0 .
jal<rra-1
VII . There exist constants p1a1, functions (Da E LPIP-(S2') and a con-




and for all ( E ION ; a.e . x E S2'




Remark 1 . Function fa satisfies conditions I - IV e.g . in thc following
special case :
where Xa E L' (P), Xa > 0 ; epa , T. are continuous functions, cpa is
monotone increasing, T a is strictly monotone increasing, ~Ga(0) = 0,
xPa(0) = 0 and
by c, c are denoted positive constante .
Theorem 1. Assume that conditions I - VII are fulfilled. Then for
any G E V* (i .e . for linear continuous functional over V) with compact
support there is u E V such that
(1 .1) fa (x,Dau)Dau E L' (Q),
fa (x, («) = X« (x )W.(Sa) + T-«-)
CI(aIP-1 <= I a(Sa)I(Sa E R), 55 ¿IS.IP-1 lf IS .I < 1
I fa(x, DIXu)I :5
f.(11 + f(2) where f(1) E L1 (S2), .f«21 E Lq(9), p + 1 = 1,
(1 .3) E J ,f,, (x,Da u)Davdx+
lal-a 9
for all v E Có (R') with viq E V.
+ 5 ga (x, u, . . . , Df3u, . . . )Dav dx = (G, v)
lal <_m-1 ~,
This theorem will be a simple consequence of Theorem 2 formulated
below .
Let V,. be the closure in WP (52,.) of
{ ,PIs1 . : W E Có (B,) n V} .
Then V,. is a closed linear subspace of Wp(52,.) and -extending function
u E V,. as 0 to 52\52,.- the extensions belong to V . Let s > max{n, p}
then by Sobolev's imbedding theorem Ws+1 (52, .) is continuously and
also compactly imbedded into WP(9,) and CB (Q,) (see e.g . [7]) where
CB (52,.) denotes the set of m times continuously differentiable functions
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u with finite norm IIu¡I = supID«uI . Denote by Ws+ 1 (52,.) the
n"
closure in WS+ 1 (52,.) of
0
Then -extending u E Ws+ 1 (52,.) as 0 to 52\52, .- the extension belongs
to Ws+ 1 (52) . Further, let
(Q, (u), v)
{wlsl, : W E Có (Br)} .
0
Wr = W9+1(52T) n V,.
with the norm of W9+1(52,.) . Then W,. is a closed linear subspace of
W9+1(52, .) . Functions u E W,. will be extended to 52\52,. as 0 .
For any u, v E W,. define
(S,(u), v) = 5 IDaul s-2(D"u) (D' v) dx,
Ial :5m+1' nr
(T,(u), v) = 1: fa(x, Dau)D'vdx,
lal<~, sZr
By Hólder's inequality, Sobolev's imbedding theorem, assumptions I, III,
V, VII S, ., T,., Q,. : W,. - W; are bounded nonlinear operators Le . they
map bounded sets of W,. onto bounded sets of W,* .
Theorem 2 . Assume that conditions I - VII are fulfzlled, G C V` has
compact support and lim rI = +oo . Then for suiciently large l there
1-00
exists at least one soluton u` E Wr, of
=
- ~, g
.(x, u, , . . , DQu, . . . ) D vdx .
lal<m 1
(1 .4) (S, ., (ut), v) + (T,., (u¡), v) + (Qr, (ul), v) = (G, v) for all v E W,., .
Further, there is a subsequence (uí) of (ul) which is weakly converging in
V to afunction u E V satisfying (1 .1) - (1.3) . If (1.1) - (1 .3) may have
at most one solution then also (ut) converges weakly to u.
Proof. Clearly, !S,, is a pseudomonotone operator . Since W,., is com-
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From (1.8) it follows that there are a subsequence (u]) of (ut) and u E V
such that
(1.11) (uÍ) - u weakly in V
and
(1.12) (D'yu¿) ,D7 u, a .e . in 9 for
because by compact imbedding theorems it may be supposed that for
any fixed r > 0
(1.13) (D 7u¿) -D-1u in LP(Q,), m- 1
and by VII
(1.14) (D 1^u¿) > D 1^u in Lgi , 1(9 1 ), Iyl _< m - 1




Lemma 1. For all a an,d each fixed r > 0 the integrals
J.r J. (x, Daui)I dxsz
integrable in 52, . .
Proof.. Frorri II it follows that for any
are uniformly bounded and the functions f~(x, Dau¿) are uniformly egui-
.fcx(x, ~a)Sa .fa (x, ('J «" + f,, (x, (a)Sa
Applying this inequality to p sgn f.(x, (a) with arbitrary fixed
number p > 0 we obtain
p[sgn f. (x, (.)] .f.(x, C.) : :f.(x, (.)S,Y + f,.(x, S.)p sgn .f. (x, (.)




Combining this estimation with (1 .9) we obtain Lerrirna 1 .




Lemma 2. There is a subsequence (ni,) of (u,') such that
(See [4, Lemma 4]) .
thus (1 .1) implies (1.2) .
(Dauik) -, Dau a.c . in 52 if leel = m.
Consider a fixed v E Co(R'z) such that v l9 E V and apply (1.4) to this
v and l = lk . Then passing to the limit in (1.4), in virtue of I, V, (1.10)
- (1.14), Lemma 1, Lemma 2, Vitali's theorem and Hdlder's inequality
we obtain (1.3) . (1.1) is a consequence of (1 .9), II and Fatou's Lmma.
Since by III
lfa(x,(-)I : sup Ifa(x,(")I +
1
If.(x,C.)Sal
¡C . 1 :5 C2 C2
Cfa(x)+c,l(.IP-1 + l1 f.(x,
2 . The uniqueness theorem
C2
In addtion to I - VII it will be assumed that t11e following conditions
are fulfilled :
VIII . There is a constant c4 such that for all ~a E R, Ia¡ = m, a.e .
x E 52
Ifa(x,Sa)I < C4Ifa(x,-Sal .
IX . For each ~, E RN, a.e . x E 9
[g.(x, ~) - g. (x, 0 .
lal <m-1
IX . For each (, ~ E RN, a.e . x E 9
[g.(x, 0 - g. (x, ~)] (S- -U a 0 .
X . SZ is a starlike domain in the following sense : There exist xo E R'
and b > 0 such that 1 < A < 1 + b implies ~a C 9 where
S2a = {xo + A(x - xo) : x E Sé} .
XI . There exist numbers e1, e2, C5 > 0 and a function k E LQ(S2) such
that for all ( E RN, a.e . x, x' E 9
Ifa(x,(.)I ~ eslf.'(x',(.)I +k(x)
if Ix - x'I <_ El or if .z;' = xo + á (x - xo) where 0 < A - 1 < e2, xo is
defined in X.
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Theorem 3 . If conditions I - XI are fulfilled then problem (1 .1) -
(1 .3) has a unique solution u E V .
Remark 2. Functions f,, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3 e.g . in
the following special case :
f~(x, ~~) = h(r)«.)X.(x) + h~2) (C~)
where h9) are continuous, (for j = 2 strictly) rnonotone increasing func-
tions, h,(j) (0) = 0. Further, with suitable positive constante ci - c3 we
Nave
jh«) ( -(.)j < ci1Q)«.)j, c2l(.lp-I < Ih(2)(~a)1 ;
for < 1 ¡h(a2)(~a)1 C C31(.Ip-r .
X,,, - 0 or X<., > 0, X,, E Lr (S2) and with some positive constarits
El, E2, cs
X«(x) < csXc,(x') if Ix - x'j < El or x' = xo + j, (x - xo) where
0 < A - 1 < E2 . X~ satisfies the above conditions e.g . if xo = 0, Xa is
continuous, positive and out of some BQ Xc,(x) = Xk(Ix1) where X, is
monotone decreasing and its derivative is bounded .
In the proof of Theorem 3 we need
Lemma 3. For each (,,,, ~,, a. e. x E 9
I fa(x, S.X. :5 C4 .1x, Sa)("
Proof.. Define ~. = ¿J(sgn (Q ) then II implies
f x, (-) S. + f. (x, S~)(- : . x, S.)~. + f. (x, 5.
whenee by fa (x, yjSa i 0, f,, (x, ~a)Sa > 0
fa(x,~~)~~ f«(x,+ f~(x,
Thus in virtue of f<,, (x, (,)«~, >_ 0, VIII we have
I fa (x, Sce)Sce l = fa(x, S~s)Sa




The Proofof Thcorem 3: Assume that u = u' and u = u" satisfy (1.1)
- (1 .3) . We shall show that (1 .3) is fulfilled with v = u', v = u" . This
will imply u' = u" a.e . since then
J, l .f,S(x, Dau') - fa(x, Dau l)](Daul - Dau") dx+
I(YI-TTL
51
+ E ~ [9a (x, u , . . . , DQu', . . . ) - ga (x, u" , . . . , Dau," , . . . )~
Icsl<Tn-1 '
and so hy II, IX Dau' = Dau" a.e . in 12 if ¡cY¡ = rn which implies u' = u"
a.e . as u,', ?i" E
Let Ajj be : a sequence of numbers such that lirri(Aj) = 1 arld 1 - h <
Aj < 1, j = 1, 2, . . . . Define furlctlons vj iIl R'' by
u' (xo + 1(x - xo)
l
	i x E S2a,
(2.1) vj(x) = í\j
{ 0 otherwise
and considcr the convolution vj * ri, where E is a positivo nurrlber and
TI, E C,`j'°(RT`) is such that r~ E _>_ 0, i7E (x) = Q for Ixi > E and f7-Ir ci:z = 1 .
Then -uj *n, E C'(R") and by H6lder's inequality for (cxl = rri
(2.2) D' (vi * 7-1E ) =Da vj * TI, E LT'(R"°) n L' (R')
sin(, ( , thc; trace of D'ivj en (99a j is 0 if 101 <__ m - 1 .
By using an idea of V . Komornik, we s11ow that (1 .3) holds with u =
u", v = vj * rl, if E > 0 is sufficiently srnall .
Let w = vj * ri, . Further, considcr a fixed function W E Có (RT`) such




k 71 D~' ( k
Da-y1v(:c)
(Dau - Dtsu") dx = 0
(2.4)
	




7ukIlL,(R^) ~ >k~l IID`177i11i,,(ry .
In order to estimate tire riglrt hand sides of (2.4), (2.5) we prove esti-
mations
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k -Y `13k
ILfIII,r'(l3k) < const k l	IID~.fIII;T'(L3k ),
I~I= 1














dt xI' (,~ D.f CtlxiJ
dt)
and, consequently, by using the riotatiori S, = {x E IR" : lxl = r}
k
Df (t x dt } da, dr :5IlfIliT,(13k)
Ixi
_<_ fok rLdrIID.fII ;, (ak) = pkQ+i IID.tIIL,~(l~k )~ IlPILP(13k) 1
Cp)r
kilDfIII,P(13k)-
Applying (2.8) resp . (2 .9) successivcly we, obtain (2.6) rcsp . (2.7) .
Clearly, witlrotzt loss of gerierality, wc; rnay assurne that 0 E &S2 and




Thus we may estimate the right hand sides of (2 .4), (2.5) by (2 .6) resp .
(2.7) and so (2.2) implies that
IIDawkIIL-(OR-), IIDawkIlLP(R-)
are bounded k = 1, 2 . . . . . Further, by the definition of wk
wk=winBk .2
Therefore, applying (1 .3) to u = u", v = wk, by using Vitali's theorem
we obtain as k ~ oo that (1.3) holds with u = u", v = vj * y,
Now, wc; shall prove that (1 .3) is valid also with u = u", v = vj . Let
ek > 0 be such that lirn(ek) = 0 . Then for each fixed r >- ro
~~~ ¡¡Vi * " /Ek - vk Il Wñ A) = 0
(see e.g . [7]), consequently, for a suitable subsequence (E') of (ek)
(2.10) D'(vj * %,k) -> D
a.e . in 52,. . Applying this statement to r = ro, ro + 1, ro + 2,. . we may
extract a subsequence (e") such that (2.10) holds a.e . in 9 .
Now we prove that for a fixed j, lal = m the sequence of functions
(2.11) f~(x, Dau")D" (vj k = 1,2 . . . .
is equiintegrable in 2 . According to (2.1) vj(y) = u'(-Pj(y)) where
fij (y) = .xo + á~ (?) - xo) (out of 9 u' is considered to be 0) . Con-
sequently, with some positivo constant cf > 0 we obtain




Therefore, by using Lemma 3, XI and .f.. %k = 1, functions (2.11) can
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be estimated for sufficiently large k in the following way :
~f«(x, D«u"(x))D«(vj * 17,,,)(x)1
co ~ .f«(x, D«u"(x))D«u (4>j(y))j%k (x - y) dg :5








f«(~j (y), D«u (~j (y)))D«u'(-Dj (y))77Ek (x - y) dll+
+ 2c4csk(x) ID« u'(Dj(y))¡rlek (x - y) dy .ffn
In the last sum the first term is Lebesgue integrable in 2, the second
and third terms are equiintegrable in 9 (k = 1, 2, . . . ) since for some
Po D S2
y - f«(,Dj(y), D«ú(`Dj(y))Dau'(Dj(y)) E L l (go),
D«ú(Dj(y)) E LP(Qo), k E Lq(9) .
Thus the sequence of functions (2.11) is equiintegrable in 9 and so by
(2.10) and Vitali's theorem we find
(2.12) klim J
.
,Í« (x,D«u")D« (vi * ~7Ek) dx = f L. (x, D«u")D«vj dx.
S2 S2
By using (2.10), VI, VII, Sobolev's imbedding theorem, Hólder's in-
equality and Vitali's theorem it is not difficult to show that for jaj <_- m-1
(2.13) lim g« (x, u", . . . , Daú', . . . )D« (vi * rl.,,) dx =k-+oo Q,
=f g«(x, u", . . . , Dfiu,", . . . )D- vj dx .
sZ ,
Finally, 11 vi * r7Ek 11 v < ~~vi 11 v, thus it may be supposed : we have cliosen
subsequence (e") of (e' such that
(2.14) (vi * y.k) - Vi weakly in V.
Since (1 .3) holds with u = u", v = vi * yEk, thus from (2.12) - (2.14)
we obtain as k -4 oo that (1 .3) holds with u = u", v = vi . Consequently,
similarly to the above argumenta, we obtain as j - oo that (1.3) is valid
for o = u", v = u' . Analogously can be considered cases u = u", v =
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